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ABSTRACT. The theory of bounded, distributive lattices provides the appropriate language
for describing directionality and asymptotics in dynamical systems. For bounded, distribu-
tive lattices the general notion of ‘set-difference’ taking values in a semilattice is introduced,
and is called the Conley form. The Conley form is used to build concrete, set-theoretical mod-
els of spectral, or Priestley spaces, of bounded, distributive lattices and their finite coars-
enings. Such representations build order-theoretic models of dynamical systems, which are
used to develop tools for computing global characteristics of a dynamical system.
1. Introduction. The global structure of a nonlinear dynamical system can be character-
ized in terms of its recurrent and nonrecurrent dynamics. A systematic approach to this
decomposition began with Smale [38] in the context of Axiom A diffeomorphisms. For
general dynamical systems, Conley [10] established the concept of a Morse decomposition
that dynamically defines an order on a finite collection of invariant sets that contain the re-
current dynamics, cf. Definition 1.2, whereby finite posets are introduced as a description
of nonrecurrent global dynamics.
To fully analyze the dynamical information associated with a Morse decomposition, one
needs the existence of an index filtration to obtain a connection matrix [18, 36, 24]. As ob-
served by Robbin and Salamon [36], an index filtration is a finite lattice of attracting blocks.
Indeed, the set of all attracting blocks as well as the set of all attractors in a dynamical sys-
tem have the structure of a bounded, distributive lattice.
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The duality between posets that capture the gradient-like nature of the dynamics and
lattices that provide insight into the global organization of the dynamics is explored in a
series of papers [27, 28, 29, 26] that develop an algebraic representation of the nonrecur-
rent structure of nonlinear dynamics. While this effort has intrinsic mathematical interest,
it also has considerable practical value. For the past 25 years there has been a systematic
attempt to exploit ideas from Conley theory in the context of rigorous numerical analysis
of nonlinear systems [33, 15, 41, 14, 30, 19] and as a technique for the analysis of time-series
data [34, 11, 16]. In this setting the natural formalism is that of a relation F Ă X ˆX where
X is a finite set that represents a discretization of the phase space, and the dynamics is
generated by iterations of F . Fundamental questions are: (1) how well does the numerical
approximation F capture the dynamics of the original system ϕ, and (2) having generated
F from data, what models ϕ produce dynamics compatible with F . As is made clear be-
low, the algebra derived in this paper provides a framework in which to address these
questions.
The above mentioned work [27, 28, 29, 26] focuses on the properties of lattices of attrac-
tors/repellers and attracting/repelling blocks for two rather general models of dynamics:
the combinatorial dynamics generated by a relation F defined on a finite set X as indicated
above, and single-valued dynamics defined on a compact metric space X as a continuous
function ϕ : T` ˆX Ñ X , cf. App. A.
Directionality and asymptotics associated with time in these systems can be expressed
by the duality between the lattices of attractors and repellers. In particular, recall from [28,
29] the following two commutative diagrams. First, in the context of dynamical systems
ABlockC pϕq RBlockOpϕq
Attpϕq Reppϕq
oo //
c

ω

α
oo //
˚
(1)
where ABlockC pϕq and RBlockOpϕq are the lattices of closed attracting/open repelling
blocks and Attpϕq and Reppϕq are the lattices of attractor and repellers. The duality map-
pings, c and ˚, are involutions, and the latter is defined as A ÞÑ A˚, the dual repeller of A,
cf. App. A.1.
Second, for combinatorial systems the corresponding diagram is
Invset`pFq Invset´pFq
AttpFq ReppFq
oo //
c

ω

α
oo //˚
(2)
where Invset`pFq and Invset´pFq are the lattices of forward and backward invariant sets,
respectively, and AttpFq and ReppFq are the lattices of attractor and repellers. Again, the
duality mappings c and ˚ are involutions where the latter is defined by A ÞÑ A˚ :“ αpAcq,
cf. App. A.2.
Of course, neither of these diagrams directly provides the poset structure of a Morse de-
composition that explicitly describes an order in the gradient-like dynamics. The missing
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ingredient is a notion of set-difference within the setting of lattice theory. In a Boolean alge-
bra pB,_,^, y, 0, 1q the derived operation set-difference on B is given by a, b ÞÑ arb “ a^by.
We construct the natural analogue for bounded, distributive lattices.
In particular, in Section 3, given a bounded, distributive lattice L we define a notion of
set-difference, called the canonical Conley form, via BpLqwhich is the Booleanization of L, cf.
Section 2. There is a natural embedding j : L Ñ BpLq, and since BpLq is a Boolean algebra,
we define the canonical Conley form to be
pa, bq ÞÑ Cσpa, bq :“ jpaqr jpbq “ ArB P BÙpLq,
where BÙpLq is the semilattice generated by the canonical Conley form.
However, abstract knowledge of the existence of Cσ and BÙpLq is of limited value. In
Section 4 we introduce the Conley forms on L in I. These are semilattice morphisms C : L ˆ
L Ñ I where I is an explicit meet semilattice consisting of structures of interest, and C “
γ ˝Cσ for some injective semilattice homomorphism γ. Remarkably, any Conley form on L
is characterized by the following three properties:
(Absorption) Cpa_ b, aq “ Cpb, aq and Cpa, a^ bq “ Cpa, bq for all a, b P L.
(Distributivity) Cpa^ c, b_ dq “ Cpa, bq ^ Cpc, dq for all a, b, c, d P L;
(Monotonicity) Cpa, bq “ Cp0, 1q implies a ď b for a, b P L.
This leads to the following result, cf. Theorem 4.2.
Theorem 1.1. Let C : L ˆ L Ñ I and C1 : L ˆ L Ñ I1 be Conley forms. Then, there exists a meet
semilattice isomorphism g : CpLˆ Lq Ñ C1pLˆ Lq such that C1 “ g ˝ C.
In particular, Cσ is a Conley form. Since Conley forms are unique up to isomorphisms,
we adopt the notation
a´ b :“ Cpa, bq,
if there is no ambiguity about the specific representation.
Observe that L need not be a finite lattice. Indeed lattices of attactors and attracting
blocks are often infinite. The proof of the Theorem 1.1 relies on the compactness of the
spectrum ΣpLq in the Priestley topology, cf. Section 2.
As is demonstrated in Section 5, with the Conley form we are able to identify Morse sets
from the lattice structures of attractors and repellers. In particular, in Example 5.2 we use
the Conley form on Attpϕq in Invsetpϕq, the lattice of invariant sets, to define Morsepϕq, the
semilattice of Morse sets of ϕ. More precisely,
Morsepϕq :“ CAttpAttpϕq ˆ Attpϕqq
where CAttpA,A1q “ A´A1 :“ AXA1˚, cf. [10, II.5.3.E]. Example 5.3 uses the same formalism
to define Morse sets for the dynamics generated by a relation F .
As is shown in Section 6, homomorphisms between bounded distributive lattices lead to
homomorphisms between Conley forms. This provides us with a tool to analyze the global
structure of invariant sets. For example, if INbhdpϕq and Isolpϕq are the meet semilattices
of isolating neighborhoods and isolated invariant sets respectively, cf. Section 7.2, then the
following diagram shows how the Conley forms on ABlockC pϕq and Attpϕq define isolated
invariant sets
ABlockC pϕq ˆ ABlockC pϕq INbhdpϕq
Attpϕq ˆ Attpϕq Isolpϕq
//C

ωˆω

Inv
//
CAtt
(3)
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where
CpU,U 1q “ U X U 1c “ U r U 1 for U,U 1 P ABlockC pϕq.
The remainder of the paper uses the tools developed in Sections 2-4 and 6 to provide al-
gebraic representations of structures of global dynamics. In Section 7 we provide partitions
of phase space, called Morse tiles, in the context of continuous and combinatorial dynamics.
Furthermore, we discuss Morse tiles in the context of closed regular sets as these provide a
useful computational structure.
In Section 8 we turn to the goal mentioned earlier in this introduction: an explicit de-
scription of the relationship between the order relations on Morse decompositions and the
lattice structures of attractors and repellers.
Definition 1.2. Given a dynamical system ϕ : T` ˆ X Ñ X on a compact metric space,
a Morse representation of ϕ is a finite poset pM,ďq where M consists of mutually disjoint,
nonempty, compact invariant sets, called Morse sets, with the property that for each x P X
there exists M P M such that ωpxq Ă M , and for each complete orbit γx with x R ŤMPMM
there exist M ăM 1 such that ωpxq ĂM and αopγx´ q ĂM 1.
As is discussed in Section 8.1, every Morse representation can be generated from a finite
sublattice of attractors A with the associated Morse representation given by
MpAq “
!
CAttpA,ÐÝA q | A P JpAq
)
where JpAq denotes the set of join-irreducible elements of A, and ÐÝA is the unique imme-
diate predecessor of A. Given a finite sublattice N of attracting blocks, and the surjective
homomorphism ω : N  A, we obtain a dual order-embedding pi : MpAq ãÑ TpNqwhere
TpNq “ tCbpN,ÐÝN q “ N rN 1 | N P JpNqu
via the Conley form on N. The map pi : MpAq ãÑ TpNq is dual to ω : N  A and is referred
to as a tesselated Morse decomposition, cf. Theorem 8.5.
As is mentioned earlier, the ideas from Conley theory are being used in the context of
rigorous computations and data analysis, and thus a fundamental question is how does
the dynamics captured by a relation F compare to the dynamics of a continuous system
ϕ? We address this question in Section 9. Closed regular sets, e.g. triangulations or regular
CW-complexes, provide a wide variety of discretizations of phase space for continuous
dynamical systems, and as is shown in Section 7.3, is rich enough to capture the lattice of
attractors of a continuous system ϕ. This leads us to consider the span
RpXq ABlockRpϕq Attpϕq,oooo Ą // //ω (4)
whereRpXq are the regular closed sets inX and ABlockRpϕq Ă ABlockC pϕq are the regular
closed attracting blocks for ϕ, cf. App. A. Let R0 be a finite subalgebra of RpXq. Let X be
an indexing set for the atoms of R0 and | ¨ | : SetpX q Ñ R0 Ă RpXq by identifying sets of
labels with regular closed sets by unioning them. Finally, consider a relation F Ă X ˆ X .
Ideally, we have the existence of the following commutative diagram, that we refer to as a
commutative combinatorial model for ϕ:
RpXq ABlockRpϕq Attpϕq
SetpX q Invset`pFq AttpFq,
oooo Ă // //ω
OO
|¨|
OO
|¨|
oooo Ă // //ω
OO
ωp|¨|q (5)
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Theorem 9.6 provides an exact characterization of the properties of F such that (5) com-
mutes.
The above description takes the perspective that ϕ is the object of primary importance
and F is derived in order to study the dynamics of ϕ computationally. However, if one
begins with data, then there are a variety of methods by which one can derive a relation F .
In this setting Theorem 9.6 provides constraints on continuous models ϕ that are compat-
ible with the data. An open problem, but of increasing relevance in an age of data driven
science, is to derive techniques for choices of maps or differential equations that generate
ϕ.
We conclude by noting that we have restricted our attention in this paper to single-
valued, continuous dynamical systems and to combinatorial dynamical systems. There
are, of course, other models for continuous dynamics, e.g. set-valued [4, 1, 31, 3], and for
combinatorial dynamics, e.g. combinatorial vector fields [25, 35]. It is our belief that the
algebraic structures developed in this paper can be applied equally well in these other
settings.
2. Booleanization. In this section we describe two algebraic principles, Booleanization
and duality. These tools are fundamental to the description of the algebraic structures
of global dynamics. Denote the categories of bounded, distributive lattices and posets by
BDLat and Poset respectively. A bounded, distributive lattice has unique neutral ele-
ments 0 and 1, and in BDLat all lattice homomorphisms preserve 0 and 1, and all sublat-
tices contain 0 and 1.
There are two functors that relate BDLat and Poset. The down-set functor O : Posetñ
BDLat is a contravariant functor that assigns to a poset P the bounded, distributive lattice
of down-sets denoted by pOpPq,Y,Xq. Recall that a down-set I in a poset P is defined via
the property that p P I and q ď p implies q P I . The spectral functor Σ : BDLatñ Poset is a
contravariant functor that assigns to a bounded, distributive lattice L the poset
`
ΣpLq,Ă˘ of
the prime ideals in L called the spectrum of L. Recall that an ideal in a bounded, distributive
lattice is a down-set I that is closed under join, i.e. a, b P I implies a _ b P I . An ideal I
is a prime ideal if a ^ b P I implies a P I or b P I . The prime ideals are exactly the pre-
images I “ f´1p0q with f P HompL,2q where 2 denotes the lattice of two elements t0, 1u,
cf. [37, 13].
A classical result due to Birkhoff states that a bounded, distributive lattice is isomorphic
to a sublattice of SetpΣpLqq. The map
j : L Ñ OpΣpLqq
a ÞÑ jpaq “ tI P ΣpLq | a R Iu
defines such an embedding. The map j is not surjective in general. However, when L
is finite, it is surjective, and this fact is called the Birkhoff Representation Theorem for
finite, distributive lattices [37, Theorem 6.6]. In the case that L is a Boolean algebra, Stone
introduced a topology on the spectrum in order to characterize the image of j, and this
characterization is known as the Stone Representation Theorem [37, Theorem 10.18]. The
idea underlying the Stone representation is that since the clopen sets in a topological space
form a Boolean algebra, one can topologize ΣpLq so that the image of j is the algebra of
clopen sets, cf. [37, 13].
For bounded, distributive lattices, Priestley introduced a topology on the spectrum that
determines the image of j. Priestley’s topology is induced by the basis
tjpaqr jpbq | a, b P Lu,
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where jpaq r jpbq :“ jpaq X jpbqc is set-difference. Since jpaq, jpbqc are basic open sets,
by choosing b, a “ ∅, all the basic open sets are also closed and thus clopen. Note that
each jpaq is a down set so that the image of j is a sublattice of the down sets of ΣpLq. The
Priestley Representation Theorem characterizes the image of j as the clopen down sets of
ΣpLq
OclppΣpLqq “ BÓpLq :“ tjpaq | a P Lu,
and L is isomorphic to BÓpLq via the map j : L Ñ BÓpLq, cf. [37, 13].
The spectrum pΣpLq,Ďq is a poset and with the Priestley topology the spectrum is a com-
pact and totally order-separated topological space, called a Priestley space. Priestley spaces
are necessarily Hausdorff and 0-dimensional. The Priestley Representation Theorem states
that the category of bounded, distributive lattices is dually equivalent to the category of
Priestley spaces.
Birkhoff’s theorem that every bounded, distributive lattice is isomorphic to a sublattice
of the Boolean algebra SetpΣpLqq motivates the question of obtaining a smallest Boolean
algebra in which the lattice embeds. Such a Boolean algebra is called a Booleanization, or
free Boolean extension, and a general procedure to obtain a specific Booleanization is based
on the Priestley Representation Theorem [37, Theorem 10.15], cf. [5, 32, 39].
Let BpLq be the Boolean algebra of all clopen subsets of ΣpLq. The above construction
yields the following Booleanization theorem.
Proposition 2.1 (Theorem 10.19 in [37]). For every bounded distributive lattice L, the map
j : L Ñ BpLq
a ÞÑ jpaq “ tI P ΣpLq | a R Iu (6)
is the unique lattice monomorphism with the property that for every homomorphism h : L Ñ E to a
Boolean algebra E there exists a unique lattice homomorphism Bphq : BpLq Ñ E such that Bphq˝j “
h. The Boolean algebra BpLq is called the Booleanization of L and the mapping Bphq : BpLq Ñ E is
Boolean.
Remark 2.2. Throughout the rest of this paper
j : L Ñ BpLq
denotes the specific lattice monomorphism of Proposition 2.1. Furthermore, when we are
explicitly working with this monomorphism given a P L we denote its image in BpLq by A
so that A “ jpaq.
The Booleanization theorem above also applies to homomorphisms h : K Ñ L. Proposi-
tion 2.1 yields the following commutative diagram
K L
BpKq BpLq

j
//h

j
//
Bphq
(7)
In particular j
`
hpaq˘ “ BphqpAqwhere A “ jpaq.
Booleanization is a (covariant) functor, and B is obtained via the composition Oclp˝F˝Σ,
where Oclp is the clopen down-set functor, F is the functor which removes all order relations
to produce the trivial order, and Σ is the spectral functor. Moreover, due to the compactness
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of the Priestley topology, each element of BpLq can be written as a finite union of the clopen
convex sets
BÙpLq :“ tArB | A,B P BÓpLqu,
cf. [37, Theorem 10.10] and [13, Lemma 11.22].
For finite, distributive lattices the spectrum ΣpLq is order-isomorphic to the poset of
join-irreducible elements JpLq. A nonzero element a P L is join-irreducible if a has a unique
predecessor in L which is denoted by ÐÝa . The order-isomorphism JpLq Ñ ΣpLq is given by
the map a ÞÑ pÒaqc. Every element in L can be written as a join of join-irreducible elements,
for example
a “
ł
a1ďa
a1PJpLq
a1.
Such join-representations are not unique, but each element has a unique irredundant join-
representation, cf. [37, Thm. 4.30].
3. Lattice forms. In general, lattices do not allow complements, which makes it impossible
to define the analogues of convex sets directly. A first step towards defining an analogue
of the set difference operation on bounded, distributive lattices are lattice forms.
Given a lattice L the set Lˆ L has a natural meet semilattice structure defined by pa, bq ^
pc, dq :“ pa^ c, b_ dq, with neutral elements 0 “ p0, 1q and 1 “ p1, 0q. It follows that
pa, bq ď pc, dq if and only if a ď c and b ě d. (8)
Definition 3.1. Let L be a lattice, and let I be a meet semilattice. A lattice form on L represented
in I is a function ρ : Lˆ L Ñ I satisfying the property
(Absorption) ρpa_ b, aq “ ρpb, aq and ρpa, a^ bq “ ρpa, bq for all a, b P L.
Example 3.2. If L is a Boolean algebra, then pa, bq ÞÑ ρpa, bq “ a r b :“ a X bc defines a
lattice form represented in L. This lattice form also satisfies the following properties
(Distributivity) ρpa^ c, b_ dq “ ρpa, bq ^ ρpc, dq for all a, b, c, d P L;
(Monotonicity) ρpa, bq “ ρp0, 1q implies a ď b for a, b P L,
which are called distributive and monotone lattice forms respectively. A concrete example is
the Boolean algebra consisting of subsets of a set X denoted by pSetpXq,Y,X, c,∅, Xq.
Lemma 3.3. From the distributivity property the following exchange property follows
(Exchange) ρpa, bq ^ ρpc, dq “ ρpa, dq ^ ρpc, bq for all a, b, c, d P L.
Proof. From distributivity we have that
ρpa, bq ^ ρpc, dq “ ρpa^ c, b_ dq “ ρpa, dq ^ ρpc, bq,
which proves the lemma.
Proposition 3.4. If ρ : L ˆ L Ñ I is a distributive lattice form, then ρ is a meet semilattice homo-
morphism.
Proof. By distributivity
ρppa, bq ^ pc, dqq “ ρpa^ c, b_ dq “ ρpa, bq ^ ρpc, dq,
which proves that ρ preserves meet operations.
The following proposition lists a number of properties of distributive lattice forms.
Proposition 3.5. Let ρ : Lˆ L Ñ I be a distributive lattice form. Then,
(i) ρpa, bq ď ρpc, dq for all a ď c and b ě d;
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(ii) ρp0, 1q ď ρpa, bq ď ρp1, 0q for all a, b P L;
(iii) ρp0, aq “ ρp0, 1q and ρpa, 1q “ ρp0, 1q for all a P L.
If in addition ρ is monotone, then
(iv) ρpa, bq “ ρp0, 1q if and only if a ď b.
Proof. (i) From distributivity it follows that ρ is a meet semilattice homomorphism and thus
order-preserving. The order on Lˆ L is given by (8).
(ii) Apply (i) to the inequalities 0 ď a ď 1 and 1 ě b ě 0.
(iii) From absorption we have that ρp1, 1q “ ρp1_ 0, 1q “ ρp0, 1q. Then by (i) and (ii) and
absorption we have that
ρp0, 1q ď ρp0, aq ď ρpa, aq “ ρpa, a^ 1q “ ρpa, 1q ď ρp1, 1q “ ρp0, 1q.
(iv) By (i) and (ii), ρp0, 1q ď ρpa, bq ď ρpa, aq “ ρp0, 1q, which shows that ρpa, bq “ ρp0, 1q.
The other direction is monotonicity completing the proof.
By Property (ii) in Proposition 3.5 the elements 0 :“ ρp0, 1q and 1 :“ ρp1, 0q are the
neutral elements in the meet semilattice ρpL ˆ Lq Ă I. However, in general the semilattice
I need not have neutral elements, and if there are neutral elements they need not coincide
with p0, 1q and p1, 0q.
Proposition 3.6. Let ρ : Lˆ L Ñ I be a lattice form, and let K Ă L be a sublattice. Then, the form
ρ|K : K ˆ K Ñ I defined by restriction is a lattice form on K. The properties of distributivity and
monotonicity are also preserved under restriction.
Proof. Absorption, distributivity, and monotonicity follow from the fact that K is a sublat-
tice L.
Definition 3.7. Let L be bounded, distributive lattice. The canonical Conley form on L is
defined by
Cσ : Lˆ L  BÙpLq
pa, bq ÞÑ Cσpa, bq :“ ArB, (9)
where A “ jpaq and B “ jpbq and j : L Ñ BpLq is as defined in Proposition 2.1.
Proposition 3.8. For a bounded, distributive lattice L the canonical Conley form is a monotone,
distributive lattice form.
Proof. We first prove the absorption property. Observe that
Cσpa_ b, aq “ pAYBqrA “ B rA “ Cσpb, aq
and
Cσpa, a^ bq “ Ar pAXBq “ ArB “ Cσpa, bq
As for distributivity and monotonicity we have:
Cσpa^ c, b_ dq “ pAX Cqr pB YDq “ pArBq X pC rDq “ Cσpa, bq X Cσpc, dq
so that distributivity is satisfied. Observe that Cσpa, bq “ A r B “ ∅ implies that A Ď
B. Since j is a lattice monomorphism, we conclude that a ď b. Hence, monotonicity is
satisfied.
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4. The Conley form on bounded, distributive lattices. The canonical Conley form on
a bounded distributive lattice L takes values in BÙpLq, an abstractly defined semilattice.
For applications it is desirable to represent this form in particular meet semilattices. With
this in mind let I be a meet semilattice, and γ : BÙpLq  I be a meet injective semilattice
homomorphism. Define
C : Lˆ L Ñ I
pa, bq ÞÑ Cpa, bq :“ γpArBq (10)
and set IC :“ γpBÙpLqq. Observe that since γ is injective, γ : BÙpLq Ñ IC is an isomorphism.
Lemma 4.1. C is a monotone, distributive lattice form.
Proof. Since the canonical Conley form is distributive and monotone, the properties are
transferred to C under the injection γ as in the following diagram
BÓpLq ˆ BÓpLq BÙpLq
Lˆ L IC I
// //
BpCσq

γ –
$$
$$
γ
OO
jˆj –
// //C
:: ::
Cσ
// //
(11)
where BpCσq restricted to BÓpLq ˆ BÓpLq is given by pjpaq, jpbqq ÞÑ jpaq r jpbq and is the
Booleanization of Cσ via the composition Lˆ L  BÙpLq BpLq.
We now turn to the main result of this section that characterizes monotone, distributive
lattice forms as representations of the canonical Conley form in a given meet semilattice.
Theorem 4.2. Let L be a bounded, distributive lattice and let I be a meet semilattice. If γ : BÙpLq Ñ
I is a meet injective semilattice homomorphism, then C “ γ ˝ Cσ is a monotone, distributive lattice
form. Conversely, if C : L ˆ L Ñ I is a monotone, distributive lattice form, then there exists an
injective meet semilattice homomorphism γ : BÙpLq Ñ I defined by
γpArBq :“ Cpa, bq, (12)
such that C “ γ ˝ Cσ .
Proof. Combining Lemma 4.1 with Lemmas 4.3 and 4.4 below proves the theorem.
Lemma 4.3. Let ρ : Lˆ L Ñ I be a lattice form. Then, γ : BÙpLq Ñ I given by
γpArBq :“ ρpa, bq
is a well-defined function.
Proof. We need to prove that if ArB “ A1rB1, then ρpa, bq “ ρpa1, b1q. Observe that, since
ρ is a lattice form, we have ρpa, bq “ ρpa, a ^ bq and thus we may assume without loss of
generality, by possibly replacing b by a ^ b, that b ď a. The same holds for b1 ď a1. Since
e :“ ArB “ A1 rB1 we have
pAYA1qr pB YB1q “ pAYA1q X pBc XB1cq
“ `pArBq XB1c˘Y `pA1 rB1q XBc˘
“ perB1q Y perBq “ eY e “ e.
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Therefore assume without loss of generality that B Ă A Ă A1 and B Ă B1 Ă A1. Since
A1 “ e Y B1 and A “ e Y A, we have that A Y B1 “ e Y A Y B1 “ A1 Y A “ A1. Similarly,
A “ eYB and thus AXB1 “ peYBq XB1 “ B. This implies
a1 “ a_ b1 and b “ a^ b1. (13)
Using the characterization in (13) and absorption, we have
ρpa1, b1q “ ρpa_ b1, b1q “ ρpa, b1q “ ρpa, a^ b1q “ ρpa, bq,
which completes the proof.
Lemma 4.4. Let C : LˆL Ñ I be a monotone, distributive lattice form. Then, the map γ : BÙpLq Ñ I
defined in (12) is an injective meet semilattice homomorphism.
Proof. We start with showing that γ preserves the meet operation. By Proposition 3.4, both
Cσ and C induce meet semilattice homomorphisms Lˆ L Ñ I. Then,
γ
`pArBq X pC rDq˘ “ γ`pAX Cqr pB YDq˘ “ Cpa^ c, b_ dq
“ Cpa, bq ^ Cpc, dq “ γpArBq ^ γpC rDq.
By Proposition 3.5(ii), the function γ satisfies γp∅q “ Cp0, 1q “ 0 and γpΣpLqq “ Cp1, 0q “ 1,
the neutral elements in the range γpBÙpLqq. Moreover, Proposition 3.5(iv) implies γpA r
Bq “ Cpa, bq “ 0 if and only if a ď b if and only if ArB “ Cσpa, bq “ ∅. Thus, γ´1p0q “ ∅.
It remains to show that γ is injective. Suppose a, b, a1, b1 P L such that
Cpa, bq “ γpArBq “ γpA1 rB1q “ Cpa1, b1q for ArB ‰ A1 rB1.
Since γ´1p0q “ ∅, it follows that A r B ‰ ∅ ‰ A1 r B1 and Cpa, bq “ Cpa1, b1q ‰ 0. Let
C “ ArB,D “ A1 rB1 P BÙpLq, then γpCq “ γpDq ­“ 0. Recall that BÙpLq Ă BpLq and thus
pC YDqr pC XDq “ pC rDq Y pD r Cq ‰ ∅,
since C ‰ D. Therefore, either C r D ‰ ∅ or D r C ‰ ∅, and we assume without loss
of generality the former holds. From the description of the Priestley topology in Section 2
every clopen subset of ΣpLq is a finite union of elements of BÙpLq. Therefore there exist sets
tEi P BÙpLq | i “ 1, . . . , nu such that C rD “ ŤiEi. This implies that for j P t1, . . . , nu
∅ ‰ Ej Ă C and Ej XD “ ∅.
Observe that, since γ is a semilattice homomorphism,
γpEjq “ γpEj X Cq “ γpEjq X γpCq “ γpEjq X γpDq “ γpEj XDq “ γp∅q “ 0,
which is a contradiction since γ´1p0q “ ∅.
Corollary 4.5. Suppose I, I1 are meet semilattices, C,C1 : L ˆ L Ñ I, I1 are monotone, distributive
lattice forms. Let γ, γ1 : BÙpLq  I, I1 be the meet injective semilattice homomorphisms given by
Theorem 4.2. Then, C1 “ g ˝ C where
g “ γ1 ˝ γ´1 : IC Ñ I1C1 , (14)
is an isomorophism.
There exits only one monotone, distributive lattice form up to isomorphisms which
yields the equivalence class of monotone, distributive lattice forms and leads to the fol-
lowing definition.
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Definition 4.6. Let L be a bounded, distributive lattice, and let γ : BÙpLq Ñ I be a injective
meet semilattice homomorphism. The Conley form on L via γ is
C :“ γ ˝ Cσ : Lˆ L Ñ γpCσpLˆ Lqq “ IC.
Often it is the meet semilattice I that is important, and the specific map γ is implicitly
defined from Theorem 4.2, in which case we refer to a representation of the Conley form in
I. If there is no ambiguity about the semilattice I or homomorphism γ we simply write
a´ b :“ Cpa, bq to denote the Conley form for ease of notation.
Remark 4.7. Observe that if L is embedded in a Boolean algebra E, then there is a natural
representation of the Conley form in E itself with Cb : Lˆ L Ñ E given by
Cbpa, bq “ ar b
as in Example 3.2. The Conley form Cb also implies a natural decomposition of elements
in L which have a finite join-representation of the form a “ Ž a1ďa
a1PJpLq
a1. For such elements
a “Ž a1ďa
a1PJpLq
pa1 rÐÝa 1q
The decomposition given in Remark 4.7 can be extended to lattices embedded into an-
other lattice where the Boolean structure is replaced by a lattice form. Let L and K be
bounded distributive lattices with L Ă K and let ρ : L ˆ L Ñ K be a lattice form with the
following additivity property
(Additivity) ρpa, bq _ b “ a, for all b ď a.
This yields the following extension of the decomposition statement in Remark 4.7.
Proposition 4.8. If a “Ž a1ďa
a1PJpLq
a1 is finite join-representation, then
a “
ł
a1ďa
a1PJpLq
ρpa1,ÐÝa 1q “
ł
a1ďa
a1PJpLq
γpa1 ´ÐÝa 1q, (15)
where a ´ b is the Conley form on L in a semilattice I and γ : I Ñ K is given in Lemma 4.3 and
Corollary 4.5.
Proof. Let a2 be a maximal element in ta1 P JpLq | a1 ď au, then ÐÝa 2 ď Žta1 P JpLq | a1 ď
a, a1 ­“ a2u. The additivity property of ρ and induction on a1 give
a “ a2 _
ł
ta1 P JpLq | a1 ď a, a1 ­“ a2u
“ ρpa2,ÐÝa 2q _
ł
ta1 P JpLq | a1 ď a, a1 ­“ a2u “
ł
a1ďa
a1PJpLq
ρpa1,ÐÝa 1q.
The latter statement in (15) follows from Lemma 4.3 and Corollary 4.5.
Remark 4.9. If C is a Conley form on L represented in a semilattice I, then L is naturally
embedded in the convexity semilattice IC, it has a natural dual lattice in IC and the notion of
‘complement’ or ‘dual’ is well-defined. The embedding of L into I is given by a ÞÑ Cpa, 0q
and the dual of a is defined as a˚ :“ Cp1, aq. The dual lattice is given as L˚ “ ta˚ | a P Lu.
As a consequence, L and L˚ may be regarded as lattices in the same ‘universe’ I. Note that
from distributivity we have that
Cpa, bq “ Cpa^ 1, 0_ bq “ Cpa, 0q ^ Cp1, bq “ a^ b˚,
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which proves that every Conley form is can be characterized this way. For a homomor-
phism h : K Ñ L there exists an induced dual anti-homomorphism h˚ : K˚ Ñ L˚ given by
h˚pa˚q “ hpaq˚ and
K K˚
L L˚

h
//
˚

h˚
//
˚
(16)
5. Examples of Conley forms. In this paper we are interested in representations of the
Conley form in the context of lattices of attractors and repellers, and we now provide some
examples.
Example 5.1. In the context of invertible dynamical systems, attractors, repellers, and in-
variant sets all have lattice structures induced by intersection and union in the Boolean
algebra SetpXq. Indeed, Invsetpϕq is a complete (atomic) Boolean subalgebra of SetpXq, and
it contains all attractors and repellers, cf. App. A. Therefore, the Booleanizations of these
lattices are isomorphic to a subalgebra of Invsetpϕq by Proposition 2.1. In particular, in light
of Remark 4.7
Cb : Invsetpϕq ˆ Invsetpϕq Ñ Invsetpϕq
pS, S1q ÞÑ CbpS, S1q “ S r S1. (17)
By Proposition 3.6 the restrictions of Cb to Attpϕq and Reppϕq are representations of the
Conley forms of these lattices in Invsetpϕq.
Example 5.2. Let ϕ : T ˆ X Ñ X be an invertible dynamical system on a compact met-
ric space. Let S Ă X be a compact invariant set and define the unstable set: WupSq :“
tx P X | αpxq Ă Su, cf. App. A.1. For compact invariant sets S, S1 we have
WupS XA1q “WupSq XWupS1q,
cf. Lemma A.6 and Remark A.7. By Example 5.1, Cb : Attpϕq ˆ Attpϕq Ñ Invsetpϕq given in
(17) is a representation of the Conley form on Attpϕq in Invsetpϕq. To obtain an explict for-
mula for Cb in terms of Wu, observe that if A P Attpϕq, then WupAq “ A, and furthermore,
by [28, Theorem 3.19] Ac “WupA˚qwhere A˚ is the dual repeller of A. Therefore,
CbpA,A1q “ ArA1 “ AXA1c
“WupAq XWu `A1˚˘
“WupAXA1˚q.
Clearly, A X A1˚ P Morsepϕq “ tA X R | A P Attpϕq, R P Reppϕqu. Since Morsepϕq is a
subsemilattice of Invsetpϕq and Wu : Morsepϕq Ñ Invsetpϕq is injective, cf. Lemma A.10,
CAttpA,A1q “ A´A1 :“ AXA1˚ (18)
is another (isomorphic) representation of the Conley form of Attpϕq in Invsetpϕq, cf. The-
orem 4.2 and Corollary 4.5. Since the dual operator ˚ : Attpϕq Ñ Reppϕq is an anti-
isomorphism, c.f. [28, Proposition 4.7],
Morsepϕq “ CAttpAttpϕq ˆ Attpϕqq.
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Example 5.3. Consider a binary relation F Ă X ˆ X on a finite set X , see App. A.2. Theo-
rem 5.6 establishes that the lattice form CAttpA,A1q :“ AXA1˚ is a representation of the Con-
ley form on AttpFq in InvsetpFq. By [29, Diagram (5)] the dual operator ˚ : AttpFq Ñ ReppFq
is an anti-isomorphism, therefore, as in Example 5.2
CAttpAttpFq ˆ AttpFqq “ MorsepFq :“ tAXR | A P AttpFq,R P ReppFqu,
where sets of the form M “ AXR are called Morse sets.
Lemma 5.4. Morse sets are invariant.
Proof. Suppose ξ P A X R. Since A P AttpFq, we have FpAq “ A. Therefore, there exists
η P A such that ξ P Fpηq. Similarly, R P ReppFq and hence F´1pRq “ R. Thus, η P
F´1pξq Ă F´1pRq “ R, and hence η P A X R and ξ P FpA X Rq. Therefore A X R Ă
FpAXRq. The same argument applied to F´1 gives AXR Ă F´1pAXRq, which implies
that AXR P InvsetpFq by [27, Proposition 3.4].
Lemma 5.5. Let U P Invset`pFq and V P Invset´pFq. Then, InvpU X Vq “ ωpUq XαpVq.
Proof. Since ωpUq X αpVq Ă U X V , Lemma 5.4 implies that ωpUq X αpVq Ă InvpU X Vq.
Let S Ă U X V be an invariant set. Since InvpUq Ă ωpUq Ă U when U is forward invariant,
S Ă InvpUq Ă ωpUq. Similarly, S Ă αpVq and therefore S Ă ωpUq XαpVq.
Theorem 5.6. The lattice form
CAttpA,A1q :“ AXA1˚ (19)
is a representation of the Conley form in InvsetpFq.
Proof. For attractors A,A1 there exist U ,U 1 P Invset`pFq such that A “ ωpUq Ă U and
A1 “ ωpU 1q Ă U 1. For the dual repellers A˚,A1˚ we have A˚ “ αpUcq Ă Uc and A1˚ “
αpU 1cq Ă U 1c. In particular we can choose U “ A and U 1 “ A1. Observe that A XA˚ “ ∅.
Indeed,
AXA˚ “ ωpUq XαpUcq Ă U X Uc “ ∅.
Let A,B, C,D P AttpFq. Absorption is established by
CAttpA_ B,Aq “ pAY Bq XA˚ “ pAXA˚q Y pB XA˚q “ CAttpB,Aq,
and similarly
CAttpA,A^ Bq “ AX pA^ Bq˚ “ AX pA˚ Y B˚q “ pAXA˚q Y pAX B˚q “ CAttpA,Bq.
Since AX C P Invset`pFq and B˚ XD˚ P Invset´pFqwe have, using Lemma 5.5,
CAttpA,Bq ^ CAttpC,Dq “ Inv
`pAX B˚q X pC XD˚q˘ “ Inv`pAX Cq X pB˚ XD˚q˘
“ ωpAX Cq XαpB˚ XD˚q “ pA^ Cq X pB˚ ^D˚q
“ pA^ Cq X pB YDq˚ “ CAttpA^ C,B YDq,
which proves distributivity. It remains to show that the lattice form is monotone. Assume
A,A1 P AttpFq satisfy CAttpA,A1q “ A X A1˚ “ ∅. Observe that A1˚ P Invset´pFq and
U 1 :“ pA1˚qc P Invset`pFq. Since αpU 1cq “ A1˚ we have that ωpU 1q “ A1. Then,
∅ “ AXA1˚ “ Ar pA1˚qc,
which implies that A Ă pA1˚qc and therefore A “ ωpAq Ă ωppA1˚qcq “ A1 which estab-
lishes monotonicity and completes the proof.
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6. Maps between Conley forms. We now discuss the effect of a lattice homomorphism on
lattice forms and the Conley form in particular. Theorems 4.2 and 6.1 (below) imply that
the Conley form behaves as a Boolean homomorphism under a homomorphism between
lattices. This confirms that the Conley form is a generalization of the set difference operator
for bounded, distributive lattices.
Theorem 6.1. Let L and K be bounded, distributive lattices and let h : K Ñ L be a lattice homo-
morphism. For every representation of Conley forms on L and K if a´ b “ a1 ´ b1, then
hpaq ´ hpbq “ hpa1q ´ hpb1q.
Proof. We use Diagram (7) for the Booleanization of h. By construction of the Conley form
on K we have a´ b “ a1 ´ b1 if and only if ArB “ A1 rB1. Similarly, for the Conley form
on L we have hpaq´hpbq “ hpa1q´hpb1q if and only if jphpaqqrjphpbqq “ jphpa1qqrjphpb1qq.
By Diagram (7) the latter is equivalent to
BphqpAqr BphqpBq “ BphqpA1qr BphqpB1q.
Since Bphq is Boolean it holds that BphqpAqr BphqpBq “ BphqpArBqwhich completes the
proof.
Remark 6.2. The canonical Conley forms on K and L are represented in Boolean algebras
BpKq and BpLq. The key idea in the above proof can be expressed as the fact that the Boolean
map Bphq commutes with the canonical Conley forms, i.e.
Cσ ˝ pBphq ˆ Bphqq “ Bphq ˝ Cσ.
Corollary 6.3. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 6.1, h induces a map θ : IC Ñ JC given by
θpa´ bq :“ hpaq ´ hpbq,
and θ is a meet semilattice homomorphism preserving both neutral elements as expressed in the
commutative diagram
Kˆ K IC I
Lˆ L JC J
// //

hˆh

θ

θ
// //
// // // //
(20)
Proof. For the homomorphism property we argue as follows. Using the distributivity of
the Conley forms on K and L we have
θ
`pa´ bq ^ pc´ dq˘ “ θ`pa^ cq ´ pb_ dq˘ “ hpa^ cq ´ hpb_ dq
“ `hpaq ^ hpcq˘´ `hpbq _ hpdq˘ “ `hpaq ´ hpbq˘^ `hpcq ´ hpdq˘
“ θpa´ bq ^ θpc´ dq.
For the neutral elements we have
θp0´ 1q “ hp0q ´ hp1q “ 0´ 1,
and similarly θp1´ 0q “ 1´ 0 which shows that θ preserves the neutral elements in IC and
JC.
Remark 6.4. In Theorem 6.1 we can relax the Conley form on L by a lattice form ρ and the
map θ is still well-defined since only the absorption property is. As for Corollary 6.3 we still
obtain a semilattice homomorphism θ if the Conley form on L is relaxed to a distributive
lattice form.
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By Corollary 6.3 and Remark 6.4 we can define the pullback of a lattice form. Let h : K Ñ
L be a lattice homomorphism and ρ be a lattice form on L. Then,
ph‚ρqpa, bq :“ ρ`hpaq, hpbq˘,
defines a lattice form on K.
Corollary 6.5. Let h : K Ñ L be a lattice isomorphism, and let C be a representation of the Conley
form on L in I, then h‚C is a representation of the Conley form on K in I.
Proof. Distributivity follows from the proof of Corollary 6.3. By definition ph‚Cqpa, bq “
hpaq ´ hpbq. By Theorem 4.2 to check that h‚C is a representation of the Conley form on
K we need to show monotonicity. Consider ph‚qpa, bq “ ph‚qp0, 1q which is equivalent to
hpaq ´ hpbq “ hp0q ´ hp1q “ 0´ 1 in I. This implies that hpaq ď hpbq and thus a ď b since h
is an isomorphism.
Remark 6.6. If K Ă L, then h may be regarded as a lattice embedding in which case h‚C is
the restriction of C to K, cf. Proposition 3.6.
When h : K Ñ L is an anti-homomorphism, we define a pullback of a lattice form by
ph‚ρqpa, bq :“ ρphpbq, hpaqq, (21)
which is justified by the following proposition.
Proposition 6.7. Let h : K Ñ L be a lattice anti-isomorphism and let C be a representation of the
Conley form on L in I, then h‚C is a representation of the Conley form on K in I.
Proof. To show that h‚C is a Conley form we verify absorption, distributivity, and mono-
tonicity. Consider
ph‚Cqpa_ b, aq “ Cphpaq, hpa_ bqq “ Cphpaq, hpaq ^ hpbqq
“ Cphpaq, hpbqq “ ph‚Cqpb, aq,
and
ph‚Cqpa, a^ bq “ Cphpa^ bq, hpaqq “ Cphpaq _ hpbq, hpaqq
“ Cphpbq, hpaqq “ ph‚Cqpa, bq
which establishes absorption and
ph‚Cqpa^ c, b_ dq “ Cphpb_ dq, hpa^ cqq “ Cphpbq ^ hpdq, hpaq _ hpcqq
“ Cphpbq, hpaqq ^ Cphpdq, hpcqq “ ph‚Cqpa, bq ^ ph‚Cqpc, dq
establishes distributivity. As for monotonicity we argue as follows. Suppose ph‚Cqpa, bq “
h‚Cp0, 1q, then hpbq ´ hpaq “ hp1q ´ hp0q “ 0 ´ 1. Therefore, hpbq ď hpaq which implies
a ď b since lattice anti-isomorphisms are order-reversing.
Example 6.8. Let ϕ : T`ˆX Ñ X be a dynamical system that is not necessarily invertible.
The arguments in Example 5.2 make use of the fact that Invsetpϕq is a subalgebra of SetpXq.
For noninvertible dynamical systems, the meet lattice operation is not intersection, and
hence Invsetpϕq is not generally a sublattice of SetpXq. Therefore, we need an alternative
representation of a Conley form. By Lemma A.10
W s : Morsepϕq Ñ Invset˘pϕq
S ÞÑW spSq :“ tx P X | ωpxq Ă Su
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is an injective semilattice homomorphism. Since Invset˘pϕq is a Boolean algebra, following
the same arguments as in Example 5.2, using W s and Lemma A.6 instead, we obtain a
representation of Conley form on Reppϕq represented in Invsetpϕq as
CReppR,R1q “ R´R1 :“ RXR1˚
with range Morsepϕq “ CReppReppϕq ˆ Reppϕqq.
Since the dual operator ˚ : Attpϕq Ñ Reppϕq is an anti-isomorphism, c.f. [28, Proposition
4.7], Proposition 6.7 and Equation (21) imply that the pullback
ph‚CRepqpA,A1q “ CReppA1˚, A˚q “ A1˚ X pA˚q˚ “ AXA1˚
gives the following representation of the Conley form on Attpϕq in Invsetpϕq
CAtt : Attpϕq ˆ Attpϕq Ñ Morsepϕq
pA,A1q ÞÑ CAttpA,A1q “ A´A1 :“ AXA1˚,
and Morsepϕq “ CAttpAttpϕq ˆ Attpϕqq.
Remark 6.9. In the remainder of the paper we will adopt the notation CAttpA,A1q “ A´A1
and CReppR,R1q “ R´R1 indicated by the distinguished Conley forms CAtt and CRep.
7. Conley forms and convexity semilattices for dynamical systems. We refine Corol-
lary 6.3 in the context of various forms of dynamics.
7.1. Combinatorial systems. Define the meet semilattice of Morse tiles to be
MTilepFq :“ CbpInvset`pFq ˆ Invset`pFqq
with CbpU ,Vq “ U r V . Then Diagram (20) yields
.
Invset`pFq ˆ Invset`pFq MTilepFq SetpX q
AttpFq ˆ AttpFq MorsepFq InvsetpFq
// //C
b

ωˆω
''
θ

θ
// //Ă
// //C // //Ă
(22)
The semilattice homomorphism θ : MTilepFq MorsepFq is defined by θpUrU 1q “ ωpUq´
ωpU 1q “ A´A1 whereA “ ωpUq andA1 “ ωpU 1q. Since we have an explicit characterization
of attractors via ω, we can further characterize θ.
Lemma 7.1. θpU r U 1q “ InvpU r U 1q.
Proof. By Lemma 5.5, A´A1 “ InvpU r U 1q.
Lemma 7.1 in combination with Diagram (22) gives the following commutative diagram
Invset`pFq ˆ Invset`pFq MTilepFq SetpX q
AttpFq ˆ AttpFq MorsepFq InvsetpFq
// //C
b

ωˆω

Inv
// //Ă

Inv
// //C // //Ă
(23)
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7.2. Dynamical systems. Example 6.8 establishes a nontrivial representation of the Conley
form on Attpϕq into Morsepϕq. In this setting, Diagram (20) applied to the lattice of closed
attracting blocks, ABlockC pϕq, yields
ABlockC pϕq ˆ ABlockC pϕq MTilepϕq SetpXq
Attpϕq ˆ Attpϕq Morsepϕq Invsetpϕq
// //C
b

ωˆω

θ
))
θ
// //Ă
// //
CAtt // //Ă
(24)
where CbpU,U 1q “ U r U 1 is a Conley form in SetpXq by Rmk. 4.7. The the range is
MTilepϕq :“ Cb pABlockC pϕq ˆ ABlockC pϕqq
which is called the meet semilattice of Morse tiles. Recall that a set U Ă X is an isolating
neighborhood if InvpclUq Ă intU and the associated isolated invariant set is S “ InvpclUq.
The set of isolating neighborhoods INbhdpϕq is a subsemilattice of SetpXq and the set of
isolated invariant sets Isolpϕq is a subsemilattice of Invsetpϕq.
The meet semilattice homomorphism θ : MTilepϕq  Morsepϕq can be explicitly charac-
terized.
Lemma 7.2. A ´ A1 “ θpU r U 1q “ InvpU r U 1q “ Inv`cl pU r U 1q˘ Ă int pU r U 1q for all
U,U 1 P ABlockC pϕq and MTilepϕq Ă INbhdpϕq is a subsemilattice. In particular, Morse sets are
isolated invariant sets.
Proof. Let S Ă UrintU 1 “ UXcl pU 1cq be an invariant set. Then S Ă U , and thusAYS Ă U .
Since A “ InvpUq it follows that S Ă A. Similarly, S Ă cl pU 1cq and thus A˚ Y S Ă cl pU 1cq.
Since A˚ “ Inv``cl pU 1cq˘ it follows that S Ă A1˚. Consequently, A´A1 “ InvpU r intU 1q.
Since cl pU r U 1q Ă U X cl pU 1cq “ U r intU 1 it follows that
Inv
`
cl pU r U 1q˘ Ă InvpU r intU 1q “ A´A1 Ă int pU X U 1cq “ int pU r U 1q,
which proves that U r U 1 is an isolating neighborhood. Because A ´ A1 Ă U r U 1 Ă
cl pU r U 1q it follows that A ´ A1 “ InvpU r U 1q “ Inv`cl pU r U 1q. The fact that MTilepϕq
is a subsemilattice of SetpXq implies it is a subsemilattice of INbhdpϕq.
Refining Diagram (24) based on Lemma 7.2 gives
ABlockC pϕq ˆ ABlockC pϕq MTilepϕq INbhdpϕq
Attpϕq ˆ Attpϕq Morsepϕq Isolpϕq.
// //C
b

ωˆω

Inv
// //Ă

Inv
// //
CAtt // //Ă
(25)
The fact that Inv : INbhdpϕq  Isolpϕq is a semilattice homomorphism follows from [28,
Lemma 2.7].
Remark 7.3. In the above commutative diagram we could also have chosen to use the
lattice of attracting neighborhoods in place of attracting blocks. In this case, the image
of the Conley form is a larger subsemilattice of the isolating neighborhoods. In the next
section we present Morse tiles in the setting of regular closed sets which arise naturally in
computations, [29, 26].
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7.3. Regular closed sets. As indicated in [29], for computational purposes it is useful to
define Conley forms in the setting of regular closed sets RpXq, cf. App. A.3. The set of
closed regular sets that are attracting blocks is denoted by ABlockRpϕq. The goal of this
section is to prove that the following is a commutative diagram of lattice homomorphisms
ABlockC pϕq ˆ ABlockC pϕq MTilepϕq IBlockpϕq
ABlockRpϕq ˆ ABlockRpϕq MTileRpϕq IBlockRpϕq
Attpϕq ˆ Attpϕq Morsepϕq Isolpϕq
// //C
b

##ˆ##
))
θ##
θ##
// //Ă
// //C
b

ωˆω

Inv
// //Ă

Inv
// //
CAtt // //Ă
(26)
where U## :“ cl intU .
Remark 7.4. Observe that since the top and bottom rows are as in (25) and the vertical
maps are surjective, there is no information lost by working with regular closed sets.
Lemma 7.5. If U P ABlockC pϕq, then U## P ABlockRpϕq.
Proof. By assumption ϕpt, U##q Ă ϕpt, Uq Ă intU “ intU## for all positive t P T, where
the latter follows the fact that intU “ UKK “ UKKKK “ int cl intU “ intU## and UK “
pclUqc.
The map ## : ABlockC pϕq Ñ ABlockRpϕq is a lattice homomorphism by Lemma A.11
and ω : ABlockRpϕq Ñ Attpϕq is a lattice homomorphism by [29, Theorem 3.15]. As a con-
sequence, we obtain the following three commutative diagrams of lattice homomorphisms.
First,
ABlockC pϕq ABlockRpϕq
Attpϕq
// //
##
'' ''ω wwww ω
(27)
where the surjectivity of ## follows from ABlockRpϕq Ă ABlockC pϕq. Furthermore, by
Diagram (20)
ABlockC pϕq ˆ ABlockC pϕq MTilepϕq IBlockpϕq
ABlockRpϕq ˆ ABlockRpϕq MTileRpϕq IBlockRpϕq
// //C
b

##ˆ##
))
θ##

θ##
// //Ă
// //C
b
// //Ă
(28)
and
ABlockRpϕq ˆ ABlockRpϕq MTileRpϕq IBlockRpϕq
Attpϕq ˆ Attpϕq Morsepϕq Isolpϕq.
// //C
b

ωˆω
))
θR

θR
// //Ă
// //
CAtt // //Ă
(29)
The Conley form on ABlockC pϕq is given by CbpU,U 1q “ U r U 1 for U,U 1 P ABlockC pϕq.
The Conley form on ABlockRpϕq is given by
CbpN,N 1q “ N ^N 1# “ cl pN rN 1q for N,N 1 P ABlockRpϕq, (30)
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where the latter follows from Lemma A.12.
Consider the homomorphism ## : ABlockC pϕq Ñ ABlockRpϕq. Via Corollary 6.3 and
Eqn. (50) the induced meet semilattice homomorphism θ : MTilepϕq Ñ MTileRpϕq is given
by
θ##pU r U 1q “ U## ´ U 1## :“ U## ^ U 1### “ cl pN rN 1q
where N :“ U##. From Lemma 7.2, Corollary 6.3 and Lemma A.12 we derive that
θRpN ´N 1q “ ωpNq ´ ωpN 1q “ InvpN rN 1q “ Invpcl pN rN 1qq “ InvpN ´N 1q,
which proves the following lemma.
Lemma 7.6. A´A1 “ θRpN ´N 1q “ InvpN ´N 1q.
Lemma 7.6 together with (29) yields the bottom half of (26). The duality between regu-
lar closed attracting and repelling blocks is given by the following lemma which explains
regular closed Morse tiles as regular intersections of attracting blocks and repelling blocks
and characterizes the duality in Diagram (16) in this case.
Lemma 7.7. ABlockRpϕq
#ÐÑ RBlockRpϕq.
Proof. From [28, Lemma 3.17] we derive that if U P RBlockRpX,ϕq, then U# satisfies
ϕp´t, U#q Ă intU c “ U c “ int clU c “ intU#, t ă 0.
The latter follows from the fact that U c is a regular open set. From [28, Lemma 3.17] we
also derive that if U P ABlockRpX,ϕq, then
ϕp´t, U#q Ă U c “ intU#, t ą 0,
which proves that U# P RBlockRpX,ϕq.
8. Representations of lattices. We have shown that attractors in a dynamical system have
the structure of a bounded, distributive lattice, which codifies algebraically the global
structure of the dynamical system. From a dynamics point of view, this global structure
has been alternatively described in terms of a poset of distinguished invariant sets, the or-
der of which encodes the global structure. From an algebraic point of view, a bounded,
distributive lattice is dually equivalent to a poset via Priestley duality as described in Sec-
tion 2. Hence, the order on the Priestley space is dynamically defined, and the central issue
is the representation of the Priestley space as a poset of invariant sets.
In the previous sections we have identified dynamically distinguished invariant sets,
namely the Morse sets, which can be characterized as the image of the specific Con-
ley form CAtt on the lattice of attractors represented in the invariant sets. In particular,
Morsepϕq – BÙpAttq. The Conley form is designed to provide a representation of the semi-
lattice structure of BÙpLq in a more meaningful semilattice I. However, since the Booleaniza-
tion functor B “ Oclp ˝ F ˝ Σ forgets the order on ΣpLq, a representation of ΣpLq as a poset
in I does not immediately follow. In this section, we show that in the case of finite lattices,
the Priestley space can indeed be represented as a poset consisting of elements in I, but the
issue is more subtle in the infinite case.
8.1. Spectral representations. Let L be a finite distributive lattice. Then the convexity
semilattice BÙpLq is the lattice of all convex sets CopΣpLqq in the spectrum ΣpLq. The lat-
tice CopΣpLqq is a (complete) atomic lattice, which is not distributive in general, cf. [7]. The
anti-chain of atoms in CopΣpLqq contains exactly the sets tIu where I P ΣpLq ignoring the
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order structure. Let C : Lˆ L Ñ I be a Conley form on L, then BÙpLq – CpLˆ Lq “ IC, and C
determines the injective semilattice homomorphism γ : BÙpLq Ñ IC given by
γpArBq “ Cpj´1pAq, j´1pBqq for A,B P BÓpLq.
Writing tIu as tIu “ÓI r pÓI r tIuq gives
γptIuq “ Cpj´1`ÓI˘, j´1`ÓI r tIu˘q.
Since the join irreducible elements of BÓpLq are exactly those of the form ÓI for I P ΣpLq, the
join irreducible elements of L are exactly j´1pÓ Iq for I P ΣpLq, since j is an isomorphism,
cf. Sect. 2. Consequently, tCpa,ÐÝa q | a P JpLqu “ tγptIuq | I P ΣpLqu is a representation of
ΣpLq in I. This motivates the following definition.
Definition 8.1. Let L be a finite, distributive lattice and let C : Lˆ L Ñ I be a representation
of the Conley form in a meet semilattice I and γ : BÙpLq Ñ I be the injective semilattice
homomorphism given by C. The spectral representation of ΣpLq in I is defined to be the poset
MpLqwhere
MpLq :“  γ`tIu˘ | I P ΣpLq( “ ta´ÐÝa | a P JpLqu
and
γptIuq ď γp I 1(q ðñ I Ă I 1, or equivalently
a´ÐÝa ď a1 ´ÐÝa 1 ðñ a ď a1. (31)
Since γ is an isomorphism,
µ : ΣpLq Ñ MpLq
I ÞÑ γ`tIu˘ “ a´ÐÝa for a “ j´1pÓIq.
is an order isomorphism.
Lemma 8.2. As elements in IC it holds that γptIu ­“ 0 for all I P ΣpLq and γptIuq ^ γptI 1uq “ 0
for all I ­“ I 1.
Proof. Since ÐÝa ă a Proposition 3.5(iv) implies that a´ÐÝa ­“ 0. Note that elements of MpLq
are pairwise disjoint since γptIuq ^ γptI 1uq “ γptIu X tI 1uq “ 0 and γ is an isomorphism
BÙpLq Ñ IC.
 
ooo ooo as
ooo ooo ooo so
FIGURE 1. A finite lattice L “ OpPq [left], the poset P representing the
spectrum [middle] and the convexity semilattice [right]. The subset in red
[right] gives an embedding of L into the convexity semilattice, cf. Remark
4.9.
The above construction implies that in the finite case, the (clopen) singleton, convex sets
in BÙpLq are in one-to-one correspondence with JpLq and ΣpLq which is used to construct
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spectral representations. In general, when L is infinite, BÙpLq is only a subsemilattice of
CopΣpLqq, [7]. Indeed, there are infinite, bounded, distributive lattices that possess clopen,
singleton, convex sets that are not associated to a join irreducible elements. In this case,
representing the spectrum is more subtle and will not be addressed in this paper, cf. [21].
For dynamics, the finite case is often sufficient as we are interested in Morse representations
which are finite.
Since MpLq is order-isomorphic to ΣpLq, Birkhoff’s Representation Theorem implies that
OpMq – L. We denote this isomorphism by ν : OpMq Ñ L. Let C denote the Conley form on
L represented in I. This gives the diagram:
OpMq ˆ OpMq BÙpOpMqq
Lˆ L IC
// //C
σ

νˆν –

θ –
// //C
(32)
where by commutativity the final isomorphism is given by
θpαr βq “ νpαq ´ νpβq for all α, β P OpMq,
and consequently θptMuq “M for all M P MpLq.
When we apply the spectral representation in the dynamical setting using CAtt, we use
the terminology of a Morse representation in place of spectral representation. For example,
consider L “ Attpϕq and the Conley form
CAttpA,A1q “ A´A1 :“ AXA1˚.
For a finite sublattice A Ă Attpϕq the associated Morse representation is given by
MpAq “ tA´A1 | A P JpAqu.
In the combinatorial setting, the Morse representation for any sublattice A of AttpFq is also
MpAq “ tA´A1 | A P JpAqu.
8.2. Stable and unstable set representations. Consider the maps Wu : Morsepϕq Ñ
Invsetpϕq and W s : Morsepϕq Ñ Invset˘pϕq where the latter is an injective semilattice ho-
momorphism, cf. Lemma A.10. These maps induce a lattice form ρu and a Conley form Cs
given by
ρu :“Wu ˝ CAtt and Cs :“W s ˝ CRep.
From the fundamental theorem of attractor-repeller pairs [28, Theorem 3.19] we have that
A rÐÝA Ă ρupA,ÐÝA q, and therefore ρu satisfies the additivity property in Proposition 4.8.
Let ν : OpMq Ñ Attpϕq be the injective lattice homomorphism with range A from Birkhoff’s
Representation Theorem. Then, for α P OpMq, we have α “ Ť α1Ăα
α1PJpOpMqq
α1 and consequently,
A “ Ť A1ĂA
A1PJpAq
A1 where A1 “ νpα1q. Proposition 4.8 implies
νpαq “
ď
A1ĂA
A1PJpAq
ρupA1,ÐÝA 1q “
ď
MPα
WupMq, (33)
which provides an explicit expression for νpαq. Similarly, since also Cs satisfies the ad-
ditivity property in Proposition 4.8, a representation for repellers can be obtained via the
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homomorphism ν˚ : UpMq Ñ Reppϕq given by
ν˚pβq “
ď
MPβ
W spMq. (34)
From Remark 4.9 we have the following commutative diagram
OpMq UpMqq
A A˚
oo //
c

ν –

– ν˚
oo //
˚
(35)
where we have identified CAttpωpXq, Aq “ ωpXq X A˚ with A˚, since ωpXq X A˚ ÞÑ
W s
`
ωpXq XA˚˘ “ A˚ is injective, cf. Lemma A.10. This yields the correspondence
A “ νpαq “
ď
MPα
WupMq ðñ A˚ “ νpαq˚ “ ν˚pαcq “
ď
MPαc
W spMq. (36)
Remark 8.3. We leave it to the reader to verify that the homomorphisms θ and θ˚ induced
by ν and ν˚ respectively coincide, i.e. θpαr βq “ θ˚pαr βq.
We can use the above decompositions to obtain a decomposition in terms of connecting
orbits. We now show that the decompositions in (33) and (34) can be utilized to relate
the partial order on MpAq to the dynamics of ϕ. Theorem 8.4 below provides a dynamical
description of this order, which serves as an extension of an attractor-repeller pair and can
be used as a dynamical definition of a Morse representation.
Theorem 8.4. Let MpAq be a Morse representation subordinate to a finite sublattice A Ă Attpϕq.
Then, the sets M P MpAq are compact, nonempty, pairwise disjoint, invariant sets in X , and for
every x P X there exists M P M such that ωpxq Ă M. Moreover, for every complete orbit γx with
x R ŤMPMM there exist M,M 1 P M with M ăM 1 such that ωpxq ĂM and αopγx´ q ĂM 1.
Proof. By definition M “ A´ÐÝA “ AXÐÝA˚ P MpAq Ă Invsetpϕq. Since M is the intersection
of an attractor and repeller, it is compact and isolated, cf. [28] and Lemma 7.2. Finally, by
Lemma 8.2 Morse sets M are nonempty. Furthermore, by Lemma 8.2, M ^M 1 “ ∅ for
all M ­“ M 1. This implies that M X M 1 “ ∅ for all M ­“ M 1. Indeed, the intersection
M XM 1 is compact and forward invariant and thus M ^M 1 “ InvpM XM 1q “ ωpM XM 1q
is nonempty unless M XM 1 “ ∅.
The decompositions in (33) and (34) imply that
X “
ď
MPM
W spMq and ωpXq “
ď
MPM
WupMq, (37)
so that for each x P X there exists M such that x PW spMq and thus ωpxq ĂM . Let γx be a
complete orbit with x P Xr`ŤMPMM˘. Then, by the decompositions in (37) we have that
x P W spMq XWupM 1q. By definition ωpxq ĂM and αopγx´ q ĂM 1. It remains to show that
M ă M 1. Suppose M ą M 1 or M}M 1 and write the singleton convex set tMu in OpMq as
tMu “ α r β with α “Ó M P OpMq and β “ pÒ Mqc P OpMq, and likewise tM 1u “ α1 r β1
with α1 “ÓM 1 and β1 “ pÒM 1qc. Then,
W spMq XWupM 1q “ Cs`νpαq, νpβq˘X ρu`νpα1q, νpβ1q˘
“W s`νpαq X νpβq˚˘XWu`νpα1q X νpβ1q˚˘
ĂW spνpβq˚q XWupνpα1qq “ νpβq˚ X νpα1q “ νpα1q ´ νpβq
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By the mapping property of the Conley form we have
νpα1q ´ νpβq “ θpα1 r βq “ ∅,
since α1 r β “Ó M 1X Ò M “ ∅ by the assumptions on M and M 1, which proves that
M ăM 1.
8.3. Reconstruction of attractor lattices. Theorem 8.4 establishes dynamical properties of
a Morse representation. The next result shows that the characterization in Theorem 8.4 can
be used as a dynamical definition of Morse representations.
Theorem 8.5. Let M be a finite poset of nonempty, pairwise disjoint, compact, invariant sets in
X . Then M is a Morse representation subordinate to a finite sublattice ApMq Ă Attpϕq if and only
if for every x P X there exists M P M such that ωpxq Ă M , and for each complete orbit γx with
x R ŤMPMM there exists M ăM 1 such that ωpxq ĂM and αopγx´ q ĂM 1. The associated lattice
ApMq is the image of the injective lattice homomorphism ν : OpMq Ñ Invsetpϕq given by
α ÞÑ νpαq “
ď
MPα
WupMq Ă Attpϕq, (38)
and M “ M`ApMq˘.
The “only if” direction is Theorem 8.4, so the proof of Theorem 8.5 is divided into two
lemmas in which we assume the second set of conditions stated in the theorem.
Lemma 8.6. Let M0 P M be a minimal element. Then, M0 is an attractor.
Proof. The set X 1 “ ωpXq is a compact metric space, and the restriction ϕ1 “ ϕ|X1 is a
surjective dynamical system on X 1. Due to the invariance of both X 1 and the sets M P M
we have that for every x P X 1 r pŤMPMMq, there exists M ă M 1 such that ωpxq Ă M
and αopγx´ q Ă M 1. By assumption we can choose a compact neighborhood N Ą M0 with
NXM “ ∅ for allM ­“M0. For x P NrM0 the assumptions imply that αopγx´ q ĂM ­“M0
for all backward orbits γx´ . Consequently, there are no backward orbits γx´ : T´ Ñ N for
all x P N rM0. By [28, Lemma 3.11] the set M0 is an attractor for ϕ1. By [28, Proposition
3.7], M0 is also an attractor for ϕ.
Lemma 8.7. Let M0 P M be a minimal element. Then
R “
ď
M ­“M0
W spMq
is the repeller dual to A “M0.
Proof. By Proposition 3.16 in [28], since M0 is an attractor, cf. Lemma 8.6, the dual attractor
of M0 is characterized by M0˚ “ tx P X | ωpxq XM0 “ ∅u. Suppose x P R, then ωpxq Ă M
for some M ­“ M0, and therefore R Ă M0˚ . Conversely, if x P M0˚ , then ωpxq Ă M with
M ­“M0, which implies M0˚ Ă R, and thus M0˚ “ R.
Proof of Theorem 8.5. Since the sets W spMq P Invset˘pϕq for M P M are mutually disjoint
sets in I “ Invset˘pϕq, the map
ν˚ : UpMq Invset˘pϕq
β ÞÑ
ď
MPβ
W spMq (39)
defines a injective lattice homomorphism and the range is denoted by A˚pMq, cf. Lemma
A.10.
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Lemmas 8.6 and 8.7 show that R “ ŤM ­“M0 W spMq “ ν˚`pÓM0qc˘ are repellers for all
minimal elements in M0 P M. Let X 1 be the intersection of these repellers, which is again a
repeller, and let M1 be the poset obtained from M by removing all minimal elements. Then,
M1 satisfies the conditions of Theorem 8.5 in X 1. Repeat the above lemmas in X 1. By [28,
Proposition 3.28] repellers in X 1 are repellers in X , and thus by exhausting the poset M
we establish that all elements of the form ν˚
`pÓMqc˘, M P M, are repellers in X . Since
the elements ν˚
`pÓ Mqc˘ are meet-irreducible, all elements in A˚pMq, except for ν˚pMq,
are meets of meet-irreducible repellers. By (36) ν˚pMq “ X , a repeller, which establishes
ν˚ : UpMq Ñ Reppϕq as a injective lattice homomorphism. Consequently, α ÞÑ ν˚pαcq˚ P
Attpϕq is a injective lattice homomorphism ν : OpMq Ñ Attpϕq by Diagram (35).
Moreover, for αr β “ tMuwe have
νpαq ´ νpβq “ ν˚pαcq˚ ´ ν˚pβcq˚
“ ν˚pαcq˚ X ν˚pβcq “ ν˚pβcq ´ ν˚pαcq
“ θ˚pβc r αcq “ θ˚pαr βq “M,
which implies, by (36), that ν is given by (38) completing the proof.
Given a finite attractor lattice A Ă Attpϕq, then MpAq satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem
8.5 and the associated attractor lattice ApMq in (38) is isomorphic to A due to Birkhoff’s
Representation Theorem and the attractors coincide, which shows that ApMpAqq “ A. We
conclude
A ˝M “ id and M ˝ A “ id . (40)
Remark 8.8. The above characterization and construction of Morse representations can
also be implemented for finite binary relations F Ă X ˆ X . In [27, Defn. 3.9] a dynamical
definition of Morse representation is given. The results in Theorem 8.4 and Theorem 8.5
also hold in this setting.
9. Morse decompositions. Let P be a finite poset. A lattice homomorphism OpPq Ñ L can
be factored through its range A Ă L, i.e. OpPq  A  L. This yields the factorization
ΣpLq  ΣpAq ãÑ ΣpOpPqq. Given a spectral representation MpAq via a Conley form on A
and Birkhoff’s Representation Theorem, we obtain
ΣpLq MpAq ãÑ P.
In the context of dynamics, we make the following definition.
Definition 9.1. Let P be a finite poset and A be the image of a lattice homomorphism
OpPq Ñ Att. The order-embedding pi : MpAq ãÑ P is called the Morse decomposition dual to
the lattice epimorphism OpPq A.
The term Morse decomposition was first defined in Conley theory in the setting of con-
tinuous time dynamical systems via labelings of collections of invariant sets by a poset
whose order is consistent with the dynamics, cf. [10]. By reformulating this concept in
terms of embeddings of posets we obtain a formulation of Morse decomposition consis-
tent with the algebraic theory developed in this paper. Here we emphasize the algebraic
nature of a Morse decomposition as an order-embedding from a Morse representation into
a poset. The importance of the role of the poset P and the information it provides about
the dynamical system becomes most apparent in computations where the poset P is the
computable object, cf. Section 9.2. Generally, we refer to a Morse decomposition without
mentioning the dual lattice homomorphism.
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9.1. Tessellated Morse decompositions. In this section we present a dynamically mean-
ingful choice of poset P in a Morse decomposition. Let N Ă ABlockRpX,ϕq be a finite sub-
lattice of regular closed attracting blocks, and consider the Conley form given in Section 7.3
in the setting of regular closed attracting neighborhoods. From A.3 and Diagram (26) we
derive the commutative diagrams
N N#
A A˚
oo //
#

ω

α
oo //
˚
Nˆ N MTileRpNq
Aˆ A MorsepAq

ωˆω
// //C
b

Inv
// //
CAtt
(41)
where MTileRpNq denotes the image of Cb restricted to N ˆ N and MorsepAq denotes the
image of CAtt restricted to A ˆ A. As in Section 8.1 we obtain a spectral representation in
MTileRpNq that is called a Morse tessellation and denoted by
TpNq “  T “ N ´ÐÝN | N P JpNq(
whereN´ÐÝN “ cl pNrÐÝN q, andN´ÐÝN ď N 1´ÐÝN 1 if and only ifN Ă N 1. Hence T “ TpNq is
a poset, and the map JpNq Ñ TpNq given by N ÞÑ N ´ÐÝN is an order-isomorphism. More-
over, the functoriality of Birkhoff’s Representation Theorem yields the order-embedding
pi : MpAq ãÑ TpNq subordinate to the lattice surjection ω : N  A.
Definition 9.2. Let TpNq be a Morse tessellation of regular closed sets subordinate to the
sublattice N Ă ABlockRpϕq. Then, the homomorphism pi : MpAq ãÑ TpNq is called a tessel-
lated Morse decomposition subordinate to ω : N  A.
For a given tessellated Morse decomposition pi : MpAq ãÑ TpNq, the Morse tessellation
TpNq plays the role of the poset P in the definition of Morse decomposition.
Remark 9.3. Observe that by Corollary 6.3 θ : Cb
`
OpTpNqq ˆ OpTpNqq˘ Ñ CAttpA ˆ Aq is a
semilattice homomorphism. Furthermore, by Lemma 7.2 θ “ Inv. The map pi : MpAq ãÑ
TpNq is a order-embedding. If we identify the elements of TpNq with the singleton sets in
Cb
`
OpTpNqq ˆ OpTpNqq˘, then
Inv ˝ pi “ θ ˝ pi “ idMpAq,
and θ “ Inv acts as a left-inverse for pi. Therefore, the Morse sets can be recovered as the
maximal invariant sets within the Morse tiles. Observe that since ∅ is in the range of θ, we
capture the possibility that the maximal invariant set in a Morse tile may be empty.
Remark 9.4. One can also define tessellated Morse decomposition via ANbhdpϕq or
ANbhdRpϕq.
9.2. Spans and combinatorial models. For a given dynamical system ϕ in this paper we
have constructed the following span in the category of bounded distributive lattices
RpXq ABlockRpϕq Attpϕqoooo Ą // //ω .
Spans can be used to define equivalence classes of dynamical systems based on their gra-
dient behavior. Two dynamical systems pX,ϕq and pY, ψq are span equivalent if there exist
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isomorphisms such that following diagram commutes
RpXq ABlockRpϕq Attpϕq
RpY q ABlockRpψq Attpψq.
OO

OO

oooo Ą // //ω
OO

oooo Ą // //ω
The analogue of a span in the category of finite distributive lattices is given by
SetpX q OpPq OpQq,oooo ι // //h (42)
where X is a finite set and P and Q are finite posets from Birkhoff’s Representation The-
orem. Spans in the category of finite distributive lattices can be equivalently described
through finite binary relations F Ă X ˆ X . To be more precise the extension of Birkhoff’s
Representation Theorem in [26] yields the following representation of a finite span in terms
of a binary relation F , i.e. (42) can be equivalently described by
SetpX q Invset`pFq AttpFq,oooo Ą // //ω
where ω is the omega limit set in the setting of binary relations, cf. Eqn. (47) and [29]. We
emphasize that the choice of F is not unique, cf. [26]. The next step is to consider diagrams
of the form
RpXq ABlockRpϕq Attpϕq
SetpX q Invset`pFq AttpFq,
oooo Ą // //ω
OO
|¨|
OO
|¨|
oooo Ą // //ω
OO
c (43)
where the second homomorphism is a restriction of the first. We show that if the third
homomorphism exists and the diagram commutes, then it is uniquely defined by c “ ωp|¨|q.
Remark 9.5. Typically in applications, X is a labeling of the atoms of a subalgebra of reg-
ular closed sets, ie. a grid cf. [29], and the map | ¨ | is the evaluation map
|U | “
ď
ξPU
|ξ|,
which is injective. Also, in the definition of span one may consider sublattices ofRpXq and
SetpX q, which is useful in some applications.
We refer to the above diagram as a commutative combinatorial model for ϕ, see [26]. Recall
from [27, 28, 29] that a way to combinatorialize a dynamical system is to discretize both
time and space. In this section we explain combinatorialization from an algebraic point of
view. In order to do so we introduce two hypotheses. First, a finite binary relation F is
called a weak outer approximation if
(W) ϕ
`
t, |ξ|˘ Ă int |Γ`pξq| for all t ą 0,
where Γ`pξq denotes the forward image of ξ underF . The commutativity of the first square
in (43) is equivalent to (W) by Theorem 5.3 in [26]. In order to characterize commutativity
of the second square in (43) we use an additional criterion for F
(L) ωp|ξ|q Ă |ωpξq| for all ξ P X .
Theorem 9.6. Let F Ă X ˆ X be a finite, binary relation. Diagram (43) commutes if and only if
F satisfies (W) and (L). In this case c “ ωp| ¨ |q.
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Proof. If the second square in (43) commutes, then ωp|U |q “ cpωpUqq for every U P
Invset`pFq. In particular, each A P AttpFq satisfies A “ ωpAq and is an element of
Invset`pFq so that ωp|A|q “ cpAq, i.e. c “ ωp| ¨ |q.
Let U “ Γ`pξq be the complete forward image of some ξ P X . Then,
ωp|ξ|q Ă ωp|U |q “ cpωpUqq “ ωp|ωpUq|q Ă |ωpUq| “ |ω`Γ`pξq˘| “ |ωpξq|,
which establishes property (L).
Conversely, suppose (L) is satisfied. For U P Invset`pFq we have that ωpUq Ă U and
therefore ωp|ωpUq|q Ă ωp|U |q. Moreover, since ω, ω, and | ¨ | are homomorphisms,
ωp|U |q “
ď
ξPU
ωp|ξq|q Ă
ď
ξPU
|ωpξq| “ |ωpUq|,
and thus ωp|U |q “ ω`ωp|U |q˘ Ă ωp|ωpU |q. Combining both inclusions, ωp|ωpUq|q “ ωp|U |q.
This establishes the commutativity of the second square in (43) when c “ ωp| ¨ |q.
From this point on we assume that | ¨ | is injective. If we consider the diagram in (43) by
denoting the ranges of the bottom span we obtain
R0 N A
SetpX q Invset`pFq AttpFq,
oooo Ą // //ω

OO
|¨|

OO
|¨|
oooo Ą // //ω
OOOO
ωp|¨|q (44)
where R0 is the algebra of grid elements, N is a finite lattice of attracting blocks, and A is
a finite lattice of attractors. We now invoke the various Conley forms to dualize the above
diagrams which yields the following dual diagram
|X | TpNq MpAq
X SCpFq RCpFq,
// // ? _oo pi
 _

// //Ą

OO
|¨|

OO
|¨|
? _oo
(45)
which provides a factorization of the tessellation |X |  TpNq and the tessellated Morse
decomposition MpAq ãÑ TpNq. Together these define the co-span
|X | TpNq Ðâ MpAq.
The posets SCpFq and RCpFq are the spectral representations of Invset`pFq and AttpFq
respectively, cf. Section 8.1 and [29, 26]. The dual diagram shows that binary relations F
that satisfy Hypotheses (W) and (L) give rise to tessellated Morse decompositions. This fact
has been used to computationally characterize and compare global dynamics in various
contexts, [2, 27, 29, 26, 22, 12, 20, 9, 17, 6, 8].
Given a tessellation T ofX consisting of regular closed sets labeled byX . If we chooseF
to be transitive and reflexive, then F is a partial order on X and induces a partial order on
T “ |X |. By Theorem 9.6 we can then formulate the following equivalent characterization
of Morse tessellations in the spirit Theorem 8.5 for Morse representations.
Corollary 9.7. A (finite) poset pT,ďq consisting of a regular closed partition T of X is a Morse
tessellation subordinate to a (finite) sublattice of attracting blocks if and only if the partial order is a
weak outer approximation for ϕ.
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Proof. Let F be the partial order induced on X by the poset T. Assume that F is a weak
outer approximation. SinceF is a partial order,ωpξq “Óξ for every ξ P X . Then (W) implies
ωp|ξ|q Ă | Óξ| “ |ωpξq| so that (L) is satisfied. The remainder follows from Theorem 9.6 and
fact that finite sublattices of ABlockRpϕq yield partially ordered partitions of regular closed
sets for which the down-sets give attracting blocks by construction.
We refer to [26] for a more detailed account on combinatorial models and applications.
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Appendix A. Dynamics. In this section we recall definitions from dynamical systems the-
ory, from both continuous and discrete time dynamical systems as well as the dynamics of
finite relations.
A.1. Topological Dynamics. In this paper we use the following definition of a continuous
dynamical system, cf. [28, 29].
Definition A.1. Let T denote either Z orR. A dynamical system is a continuous map ϕ : T`ˆ
X Ñ X that satisfies
(i) ϕp0, xq “ x for all x P X , and
(ii) for all s, t P T` and for all x P X it holds that ϕpt, ϕps, xqq “ ϕpt` s, xq.
If ϕ : TˆX Ñ X satisfies (i) and (ii), then ϕ is called an invertible dynamical system.
Recall that A Ă X is an attractor for ϕ if there exists an open neighborhood U of A such
that ωpUq “ A, and dually, R Ă X is a repeller for ϕ if there exists an open neighborhood
U of R such that αpUq “ R. The bounded, distributive lattice of attractors and repellers is
denoted by Attpϕq and Reppϕq, respectively. The binary relations on Attpϕq are A ^ A1 :“
ωpA X A1q and A _ A1 :“ A Y A1, and on Reppϕq the binary relations are intersection and
union. In [28], it is shown that there is a natural well-defined duality anti-isomorphism
˚ : Attpϕq Ñ Reppϕq via A “ ωpUq ÞÑ αpU cq “ A˚. The pair pA,A˚q is called an attractor-
repeller pair.
A set U Ă X is an attracting neighborhood if ωpclUq Ă intU and a repelling neighborhood if
αpclUq Ă intU . The collection of all attracting and repelling neighborhoods form bounded
distributive lattices, ANbhdpϕq and RNbhdpϕq, respectively, with binary operations inter-
section and union. As shown in [28], the map ω : ANbhdpϕq  Attpϕq is a surjective lattice
homomorphism. Similarly, α : RNbhdpϕq  Reppϕq is a surjective lattice homomorphism.
A subset U Ă X is an attracting block for ϕ if
ϕpt, clUq Ă intU @t ą 0.
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The set of closed attracting blocks of ϕ is denoted by ABlockC pϕq. By [28, Lemma 3.3]
and the fact that intersection and union of closed sets are closed, ABlockC pϕq is a bounded
distributive lattice. Since the inclusion ABlockC pϕq  SetpXq is a lattice homomorphism,
we can define the dual lattice
RBlockOpϕq :“ tU c | U P ABlockC pϕqu .
Furthermore, by [28, Lemma 3.17], we have that RBlockOpϕq  SetpXq, and complement
acts as an anti-lattice isomorphism between RBlockOpϕq and ABlockC pϕq. From the per-
spective of dynamics, V P RBlockOpϕq if and only if ϕpt, clV q Ă intV for all t ă 0.
Lemma A.2. Let ϕ : T` ˆ X Ñ X be a dynamical system on a compact metric space. Then,
Attpϕq “ ωpABlockC pϕqq and Reppϕq “ αpRBlockOpϕqq.
Proof. Let A P Attpϕq. Because Attpϕq :“ ωpANbhdpϕqq, there exist U P ANbhdpϕq such that
ωpUq “ A. By [28, Prop. 3.5] there exists a trapping region pU Ă U such that ωpUq “ ωppUq “
A. By [27, Lemmas 6.5 and 7.7] there exists a Lyapunov function V : X Ñ r0, 1s such that
V ´1p0q “ A, V ´1p1q “ A˚, and V pϕpt, xqq ă V pxq for all t ą 0 and x R A Y A˚, where
A˚ is the dual repeller to A. Due to compactness we can choose 0 ă  ! 1 such that N “
tx P X | V pxq ď u Ă pU Ă U is a closed attracting block with ωpNq “ ωppUq “ ωpUq “ A.
Therefore, A P ωpABlockC pϕqq. The proof that Reppϕq “ αpRBlockOpϕqq is similar.
The following result is a Corollary of [28, Proposition 3.16].
Lemma A.3. Let ϕ : T` ˆX Ñ X be a dynamical system on a compact metric space. Then, the
following diagram commutes:
ABlockC pϕq RBlockOpϕq
Attpϕq Reppϕq
//
c
–

ω

α
//
˚
–
(46)
The upper homomorphism follows from the proof of Lemma 3.17 in [28].
Definition A.4. For a compact invariant set S Ă X define the sets
W spSq “ tx P X | ωpxq Ă Su;
WupSq “ tx P X | Dγx´ Q αopγx´ q Ă Su,
which are called the stable and unstable sets of S respectively.
Lemma A.5. The stable set W spSq is forward-backward invariant, and the unstable set WupSq is
invariant.
Proof. Let x PW spSq. Then ωpϕpt, xqq Ă ωpxq Ă S for every t P T. Therefore, ωpϕpt, xqq Ă S
for all x PW spSq, t P T, which proves that W spSq is both forward and backward invariant.
As for WupSq, we argue as follows. Let x P WupSq. Then a complete orbit γx exists.
Therefore, every y P γx has a backward orbit γy´ , and αopγy´ q “ αopγx´ q Ă S, which proves
that γx ĂWupSq for all x PWupSq and establishes the invariance of WupSq.
Lemma A.6. Let S, S1 be compact invariant sets. Then, W spS ^ S1q “W spSq XW spS1q.
Proof. We have W spS ^ S1q Ă W spSq X W spS1q. Now let x P W spSq X W spS1q. Then
ωpxq Ă S X S1, and since ωpxq is invariant, ωpxq “ ωpωpxqq Ă ωpS X S1q “ S ^ S1, and thus
W spSq XW spS1q ĂW spS ^ S1q.
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Remark A.7. The same property with respect to union is not clear unless the invariant
sets are attractors. The equivalent of Lemma A.6 does not hold for WupS ^ S1q. If ϕ is an
invertible system, i.e. a dynamical system with time t P Z, or t P R, then then we can use
the proof of Lemma A.6 to show that bothW s andWu define lattice homomorphisms from
the sublattice of compact invariant sets to the invariant sets.
Lemma A.8. Let A P Attpϕq. Then, the application W s : Attpϕq Ñ Invset˘pϕq, defined by
A ÞÑW spAq, is a lattice embedding.
Proof. By Theorem 3.19 in [28] we have that W spAq “ tx P X | ωpxq Ă Au “ pA˚qc. This
implies
W spAq YW spA1q “ pA˚qc Y pA1˚qc “ pA˚ XA1˚qc “ `pAYA1q˚˘c “W spAYA1q.
Similarly,
W spAq XW spA1q “ pA˚qc X pA1˚qc “ pA˚ YA1˚qc “ `pA^A1q˚˘c “W spA^A1q.
To prove that the homomorphism is injective we argue as follows. Suppose W spAq “
W spA1q, then equivalently pA˚qc “ pA1˚qc. Since both ˚ and c are involutions, we have that
A “ A1, which completes the proof.
The following lemma is an extension of [28, Prop. 3.21].
Lemma A.9. Let A Ă X be an attractor and let N be a compact set satisfying A Ă N Ă W spAq.
Then, ωpNq “ A.
Proof. By definition pW spAqqc “ A˚ and thus N XA˚ “ ∅ by the assumptions on N . Since
compact metric spaces are normal, there exist open sets separating N and A˚, i.e. there
exist open sets U Ą N and V Ą A˚ such that cl pUq X V “ ∅, and thus cl pUq XA˚ “ ∅. By
[28, Prop. 3.21] we have that ωpUq “ A, and therefore
A “ ωpAq Ă ωpNq Ă ωpUq “ A,
which proves ωpNq “ A.
Lemma A.10. The mapping AXR ÞÑW spAXRq for an attractor A and a repeller R is injective.
Proof. Let U P ABlockC pϕq be an attracting block for A so that U c P RBlockOpϕq is a re-
pelling block for A˚. Then, since R is forward-backward invariant, U X R is an attracting
block in R, and U c X R is a repelling block in R. From the properties of limit sets, cf. [28,
Lemma 2.9 and Propositions 2.11, 2.13], since both U and R are forward invariant and U c
and R are backward invariant, we have
ωpU XRq “ ωpUq ^ ωpRq “ AXR and αpU c XRq “ αpU cq X αpRq “ A˚ XR.
Therefore pAXR,A˚ XRq is an attractor-repeller pair in R.
Let S “ A X R and S1 “ A1 X R1. Suppose W spSq “ W spS1q. Then W spS ^ S1q “
W spSq “W spS1q by Lemma A.6. Since S ĂW spSq and S1 ĂW spS1q, we have
S ^ S1 Ă S Y S1 ĂW spS ^ S1q,
and S Y S1 is compact. Applying Lemma A.9 with N “ S Y S1, we have that ωpS Y S1q “
S ^ S1. Also ωpS Y S1q “ ωpSq Y ωpS1q “ S Y S1 by the invariance of S, S1. Therefore
S X S1 Ą S ^ S1 “ S Y S1 so that S “ S1, which proves the injectivity.
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A.2. Combinatorial Dynamics. Let X be a finite set. A binary relation F on X is subset
of the product space X ˆ X . We make use of the following concepts and structures, see
[28, 29] for details. In what follows F can be interpreted as acting on sets by
FpUq “
ď
ξPU
Fpξq, Fpξq :“ tη P X | pξ, ηq P Fu .
The forward invariant sets and backward invariant sets are given by
Invset`pFq :“ tU Ă X | FpUq Ă Uu and Invset´pFq :“ tU Ă X | F´1pUq Ă Uu.
These sets are sublattices of the Boolean algebra SetpX q, and the complement map U ÞÑ Uc
is a lattice isomorphism from Invset`pFq to Invset´pFq. A subset set S Ă X is an invariant
set if S Ă FpSq and S Ă F´1pSq. The invariant sets are denoted by InvsetpFq, which is a
lattice (not necessarily distributive). As in the continuous case, InvpUq denotes the maximal
invariant set in U .
The sets of all attractors and repellers of F are denoted by
AttpFq :“ tA Ă X | FpAq “ Au and ReppFq :“ tR Ă X | F´1pRq “ Ru,
respectively, and are finite distributive lattices. Note that attractors and repellers are not
necessarily invariant sets.
The omega and alpha limit sets in this setting are defined as follows
ωpUq :“
č
kě0
ď
něk
FnpUq; (47)
and
αpUq :“
č
kď0
ď
nďk
FnpUq, (48)
which are forward and backward invariant sets respectively.
By [29, Proposition 2.8], ω and α define surjective lattice homomorphisms onto AttpFq
and ReppFqwhich yields the followinf commutative diagram
Invset`pFq Invset´pFq
AttpFq ReppFq
oo //
c

ω

α
oo //˚
(49)
where A ÞÑ A˚ :“ αpAcq, cf. [29, Diagram (5)].
A.3. Regular closed sets. For the purpose of relating combinatorial dynamics to topolog-
ical dynamics it is useful to restrict the collection of sets used to discretize phase space. Let
pX,T q be a topological space. Define U## :“ cl intU , then sets satisfying U## “ U are
called the regular closed sets in SetpXqwhich form a complete Boolean algebraRpXq under
the operations
U# :“ clU c, U _ U 1 :“ U Y U 1 and U ^ U 1 :“ pU X U 1q## “ cl pintU X intU 1q
cf. [40].
Lemma A.11. ## : C pXq Ñ RpXq given by U ÞÑ U## is a lattice homomorphism.
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Proof. By definition U ÞÑ U## is an idempotent, order-preserving operator from SetpXq Ñ
RpXq. A set U is closed if and only if U “ clU . Let C pXq be the lattice of closed subsets X
which is a sublattice of SetpXq. Since intU Ă U , we have that U## “ cl intU Ă clU “ U ,
which proves that U ÞÑ U## is also a contractive operator. From the order-preserving
property we have that pU X U 1q## Ă U## X U 1##. From all properties combined we have
pU## X U 1##q## Ă pU X U 1q## “ pU X U 1q#### Ă pU## X U 1##q##
which proves
pU X U 1q## “ pU## X U 1##q## “ U## ^ U 1##.
For unions
pU Y U 1q## “ U## Y U 1##,
is proved in [23, Sect. 4, Lem. 4] for regular open sets. The same statement for regular
closed sets follows from duality U ÞÑ U c.
For regular closed sets, the notion of ‘set-difference’ is defined by
U ´ U 1 :“ U ^ U 1# (50)
Set-difference inRpXq can be related to set-difference in SetpXq.
Lemma A.12. Let U,U 1 P RpXq. Then U ´ U 1 “ cl pU r U 1q.
Proof. By definition U ^ U 1# “ cl int pU X U 1#q “ cl int pU X clU 1cq. Since U 1 is a regular
closed set, the complement U 1c is a regular open set, and therefore int pclU 1cq “ U 1c. This
yields
cl int pU X clU 1cq “ cl pintU X int clU 1cq “ cl pintU X U 1cq.
Finally, since U is a regular closed set, we have that cl intU “ U and thus cl pintU XU 1cq “
cl pU X U 1cq, cf. [40, pp. 35]. Combining this with the previous we obtain
cl int pU X U 1cq “ cl pU X U 1cq “ cl pU r U 1q,
which proves the lemma.
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